4,4'-methylene-bis-ortho-chloro-aniline (MBOCA): absorption and excretion after skin application and gavage.
4,4'-methylene-bis-ortho-chloro-aniline ( MBOCA ) is an aromatic amine and industrial chemical that has been shown to cause cancer of several different organs in rats and mice and bladder cancer in dogs. The purpose of this study was to determine the efficacy of using urinary concentrations of MBOCA as a means for evaluating extent of exposure. Male Sprague-Dawley rats were given MBOCA and [14C] MBOCA by either gavage or skin application. Concentrations and amounts of 14C were measured in urine, feces, skin and total carcasses, and parent MBOCA in urine at several intervals after application. The percentages of administered doses excreted and retained in the animals were calculated and comparisons made. Within 72 hr after gavage 16.5% of the administered compound was excreted in urine as 14C but only 0.25% as parent MBOCA . In the same interval after skin application a maximum of 2.54% of administered MBOCA was excreted as 14C but only 0.008% as parent MBOCA . Seventy-two hours after gavage 13.7% of the administered dose was retained in the tissues, and after skin absorption 5-13% was retained. With gavage the rate of excretion of 14C in urine and feces was very high in the first 24 hr (68.3%) but fell off rapidly (2.07%) by the third day. After skin absorption the rates of excretion of 14C were fairly constant over a 3-day period. Less MBOCA was absorbed from the skin if the skin was washed within 8 hr after application, as compared to waiting 24 hr or not washing at all. The amount of parent MBOCA detected in urine is a very small amount of that applied or absorbed. The percentage detected and the rates of excretion depend upon the route of administration, and the interval between exposure and sampling. For these reasons urinary analysis for MBOCA can be used only as very imprecise indicators of extent of recent exposure.